Abstract: Living in a world of resonances, there have been significant progresses in the field of excitation of pronounced and multifunctional moments across a wide range of optical frequencies. Among all acknowledged resonances, the toroidal multipoles have received copious interest in recent years due to possessing inherent signatures in nature. As a fundamental member, toroidal dipole is a strongly localized electromagnetic excitation based on charge-current configurations, which can be squeezed into an extremely small spot. Although there have been extensive studies on the behavior and properties of toroidal dipoles in order to develop all-optical devices based on this technology, so far, all analyses are restricted to the first (1st) order toroidal dipoles. In this work, using a practical technique, we successfully observed exquisite multi-loop super-toroidal (MLST) spectral features in a planar multipixel metallodielectric meta-atom. Employing the theory behind the excitation of multi-loop currents, we numerically and theoretically demonstrated that a traditional toroidal dipole can be transformed into a super-toroidal moment by varying the dielectric permittivity of the capacitive gaps between proximal pixels. This understanding introduces a new approach for the excitation of complex multi-loop toroidal moments in plasmonic metamaterials with high sensitivity, applicable for various nanophotonics applications from sensing to filtering.
Introduction
Charge-current configurations in the static form possess a perceivable signature at both the nucleic and giant (galaxies, neutron starts, black holes, and quasars) levels, where the electromagnetic properties of these multipole excitations, arising from any complex system in particular, have been described quantitatively by multipole expansions in electrodynamics principles [1] [2] [3] . Such unconventional charge-current excitations (i.e., ring currents, poloidal magnetic fields, toroidal modes, flying doughnuts, and anapole states) with dramatically concealed far-field radiation patterns have been classified in a different family of multipoles [4] . In the subwavelength optical systems limit, the loop-currents have successfully been induced either in artificial 3D or planar all-dielectric and plasmonic metamolecules [4, 5] . Enforcing simultaneous time-reversal (t→−t) and space-inversion (r→−r) violations and applying light to the subwavelength systems enables the excitation of significantly squeezed, gyrotropic-fashioned rotating magnetic fields, known as "dynamic toroidal multipoles" [4, 6] . Because of dramatic masking by dominant classical electromagnetic far-field radiations, toroidal topology provides a nonzero contribution to the emitted radiation from a scatterer. Among toroidal multipoles, of particular interest is the dynamic toroidal dipole, the fundamental member of toroidal multipoles, which has been analysed in metamaterials and utilized extensively for developing advanced technologies and practical devices from immunosensors to modulators [5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such extensive interests When we take into account a more complicated system (as indicated in Figure 1B for the 1 st order mode), a poloidal current flows on the surface of the magenta-colored torus along its meridians, which can be formulated as: For very small radiuses (d), → J is not well-described because the unit vector tangent is no longer valid at the origin, while → M is still well-expressed. Furthermore, when d tends to zero ( d → 0 ) in Equation (1), we will have a magnetic dipole moment as a result of very small values of d.
When we take into account a more complicated system (as indicated in Figure 1B for the 1st order mode), a poloidal current flows on the surface of the magenta-colored torus along its meridians, which can be formulated as:
where → n ψ is the unit vector tangent to the magenta-colored torus surface (
n ρ sin ψ) and Φ is the magnetic flux which penetrates to the torus. For Equation (4), the following is assumed: R, ψ, and φ are the corresponding Cartesian coordinates:
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Furthermore, the surface of the magenta-colored torus can be envisioned where R = R. By manipulating the ψ, φ, and for a fixed R, one can claim that the x, y, and z points mentioned above can fill the surface where (ρ − d) 2 + z 2 = R 2 (see Figure 1B(i) ). Similar to the 0th mode case, for ∇· Figure 1B) can be written in terms of magnetization ( Figure 1B (ii)), in which → M T is confined within the magenta-colored torus, and has only φ component (which only varies inside the torus) as following [21] :
Since ∇· → M = 0, the resulting toroidization ( → T) (see Figure 1B (iii)) is:
T, where ∇· → T 0. In light of the toroidization and Equation (6), the poloidal current in Equation (4) is equal (in terms of inducing same magnetic field) to the magnetization and to the toroidization, which are the extensions of Ampere's law. Additionally, one can deduce the following as toroidization:
Furthermore, based on different regions in space,
has different expressions:
In other domains,
will be zero. Based on Equations (7) and (8), one can say that extracting the → T seems complicated. To overcome this, a volume integral can be applied:
So far, we explained the theory behind the formation of zero and first order loop currents based on the toroidization principle. Using a similar approach to continue, we focus on the possibility and theory of the excitation of the second and third order of loop currents. Indeed, the study of each possible multipole correlating with a given multipole decomposition scheme (i.e., for electric, magnetic, or toroidal modes) is quite challenging in terms of toroidal multimodes, which have traditionally failed to be noticed. Nevertheless, they have a key role in the field of nanophotonics and plasmonics [4] . As indicated by Nemkov et al. [22] , the decomposition scheme generates high-order modes within the hierarchy of a toroidal system (i.e., toroidal solenoid), known as "mean-square radii" of the induced toroidal mode. It is noteworthy to mention that without complementing the multipole expansion with these high-order terms, the decomposition will be incorrect [23] . Hence, under illumination with an incident light, each term in a dynamic mode decomposition supports only a specific angular projection of the charge-current distribution. Moreover, in the context of mean-square radii, one can easily explore its 1st order of an electric or a magnetic dipole, as demonstrated previously in Nemkov et al. [22] . By centering on the super-toroidal modes from the quantitative perspective, we first study the hierarchy of a toroidal solenoid system, in which each turn of it can be considered as another toroidal solenoid. For simplicity, the elucidation of the super-toroidal moments will be established on a simple current loop approximation. In this regard, when the radius of the magenta-colored torus (R) in Figure 1B tends to zero (i.e., infinitely thin toroidal solenoid), the following can be concluded [21] :
where the second term of Equation (7) is shortened to Equation (10) . For an infinitesimally small R,
, and one can mention that → T is constricted within the interior of the current-carrying coil and is perpendicular to it. In addition to R → 0 , when we consider d → 0 , the right hand side of the previous equation will be
Furthermore, we envision the following high-order feature (2nd order) as our first super-toroidal mode of the proposed system, in which the related moment is indicated as a tightly winded, pink-colored toroidal wire coil in Figure 1C . As each turn of a series of toroidal solenoids is again an individual toroidal solenoid, we can easily set up a new toroidal wire coil onto each of the former ones. In this fashion, the next mode (3rd order) will be our second super-toroidal feature of the given platform, where it is displayed as a firmly winded, pale pink-colored torus in Figure 1D . Figure 1D ) along its meridians, and the resulting → M 2 will generate the first, closed-chain super-toroidal moment. Consequently, the following relation can be written:
For an arbitrary super-toroidal mode (i),
where → r is used to generalize the formula. By following a similar method as was applied for the first super-toroidal moment, one can subsequently easily describe the second super-toroidal mode of the proposed system.
Results
In Figure 2A , we artistically demonstrated the formation of multi-loop currents in the proposed nanostructure, which is imagined based on our numerical observations. This illustration gives a brief overview for the professed assertion and formation of an MLST mode. The corresponding geometrical sizes for the structure are exhibited in Figure 2B , as top-view images for the vacuum condition and the presence of alumina spacers in the openings between adjacent resonators, distinguished by a different color. Under y-polarized (TE) beam illumination, one can see the excitation of pronounced toroidal dipole modes around λ~1 µm and λ~1.1 µm for the gaps in vacuum and alumina-filled regimes, respectively ( Figure 2C ). The transmission (Γ) spectra reveals the formation of two minima across the NIR band, corresponding to double directional toroidal dipoles, driven by the poloidal fields and loop-currents [12] . Here, we merely consider the targeted mode at shorter wavelengths for the Photonics 2019, 6, 43 6 of 11 excitation of a super-toroidal feature. The distinct red-shift (around δλ~100 nm) in the position of toroidal dipole originates from the dielectric permittivity variations in the capacitive spots. In addition, to show how correct the theoretical analyses are, we computed and compared the transmission spectra in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). This panel confirms perfect consistency between the accurate numerical analysis and the used theory in Kong [24] . The characteristic electric and magnetic-field (E-and H-field) maps allow one to understand the excitation of the toroidal feature. The 3D |E|-field map in Figure 2D illustrates strong E-field confinement at the capacitive gaps (with alumina spacers), nonetheless, the intensity of the field enhancement at the opening areas close to the center of the unit cell is much stronger. This is due to the formation of an oblique toroidal mode spinning across the peripheral curved pixels, arising due to the magnetic field mismatch at these resonators. The |H|-field snapshot (in Figure 2E) confirms the realization of an oblique moment and strong confinement of magnetic fields across the curved resonators. The strong H-field confinement is demonstrated in the cross-sectional plane (z-axis) as a function of incident beam wavelength in Figure 2F . The results in this snapshot are consistent with the cross-sectional H-field confinement within the nanostructure, as shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). If excited at resonance, the contribution of the magnetic field to the scattered radiation from the scatterer (around λ~1.1 µm) is much stronger. Although the excitation of the oblique toroidal dipole in the proposed meta-atom is a unique feature, there is a hidden phenomenon in the structure, which will be explained in the following part. In Figure 3A , the excitation of a toroidal dipole in a vacuum condition is proved by showing the strength of multipole excitations for the power of the scattered multipoles emitting from the meta-atom. In this mode analysis graph, the main contributors to the unit cell spectral response are the electric dipole (p), in conjunction with a superposition of well-matched toroidal dipolar (T), and magnetic quadrupolar (Q (m) ) moments. We also depicted the verification of the electromagnetic multipoles up to the 3rd order toroidal solenoid to deliver explicit information about their impact on the current configurations in the proposed platform in Figure 3B ,C. To this end, we checked the (i) electric 16-pole and magnetic octupole (which are the basis of the 2nd order toroidal solenoid) and the (ii) electric 32-pole and magnetic 16-pole (which are the foundation of the 3rd order toroidal solenoid). Figure 1A shows that the toroidal currents hierarchy is employed to define the theory and notations in the following descriptions. This profile contains the toroidal dipole from the 0th order to the 3rd order. Figure 4A ,B compare the formation of the toroidal dipole moments in a vacuum and the presence of an alumina capacitive spacer, respectively, at and around the resonance wavelengths as vectorial H-field maps in xz-planes. Here, we try to monitor the quality of the toroidal spectral feature in the vicinity of the central wavelength to be sure about our claim. Clearly, for the vacuum condition, the toroidal moment is robust at λ~1 µm, and keeps its nature around the resonance position (±50 nm) and vanishes at further wavelengths. The noteworthy point here is the formation of a single toroidal loop-current at all wavelengths, corresponding with the 1st order toroidal current. On the other hand, for the presence of an alumina spacer at the gaps, we observed a distinguished toroidal loop-current at λ~1.1 µm. In this regime, the peripheral vectorial loops are correlated with the third loop-current (J 3 ), keeping their strength around the original feature at 100 nm away from the resonance wavelength. It should be underlined that due to representing the vectorial boards in 2D panels, it is challenging to plot all loops simultaneously. To investigate the possibility of the generation of the third toroidal current loops, one should monitor the other planes (xy and yz-planes) around the unit cell to monitor the presence of (J 2 ). Figure 4C ,D illustrate and evaluate the vectorial maps in the yz-plane for the excitation of a second loop-current (J 2 ) in the vacuum and alumina-filled gap regimes, respectively. Clearly, for the gaps without the spacer, the projected magnetic field is not perturbed, while for gaps with an alumina spacer, a spinning pattern is formed correlating with the second loop (J 2 ). This strongly verifies the excitation of the super-toroidal spectral feature in the proposed plasmonic meta-atom. Figure 1A shows that the toroidal currents hierarchy is employed to define the theory and notations in the following descriptions. This profile contains the toroidal dipole from the 0 th order to the 3 rd order. Figure 4A ,B compare the formation of the toroidal dipole moments in a vacuum and Figure 1A shows that the toroidal currents hierarchy is employed to define the theory and notations in the following descriptions. This profile contains the toroidal dipole from the 0 th order to the 3 rd order. Figure 4A ,B compare the formation of the toroidal dipole moments in a vacuum and around the unit cell to monitor the presence of (J2). Figure 4C To explore the influence of the variations in the gaps' permittivity, one should examine the relation between toroidal currents and dielectric variations [25, 26] . To underlay the physics behind To explore the influence of the variations in the gaps' permittivity, one should examine the relation between toroidal currents and dielectric variations [25, 26] . To underlay the physics behind the formation of the MLST signature, one needs to investigate the influence of the capacitive spacer on the spectral response of the metasurface as a key parameter. Given that the projected toroidal dipole currents strongly depend on the surrounding complex dielectric permittivity (T = −J T Lc 2 /ω 2 ε and
, in which L is the length of the dipole, therefore, controlling the excitation of multiple toroidal components and loops could be possible by applying variations in the dielectric permittivity at the critical areas of the structure and vice versa. In other words, varying the ratio between the amplitudes of the currents flowing in the toroidal dipole can be accomplished by tuning the complex dielectric of the medium. As the gaps play a fundamental role in the plasmonic response of the proposed unit cell, subtle perturbations in the dielectric permittivity of gaps alter the spectral behavior of the entire metasurface.
Ultimately, we analyzed the induced current density due to the formation of a multi-loop spectral feature, as shown in Figure 5 . This spectral image (xz-axis) allows one to compare the induced current density in the presence and absence of an alumina capacitive spacer at the gap regions. Obviously, in the vacuum limit, a dominant extreme associating with the toroidal dipole feature arises, while for the presence of alumina in the gaps, a second peak is induced corresponding to the additional loop-currents, having an amplitude analogous to the original peak. It should be noted that a small shoulder in the current map in the vacuum regime is formed due to the poloidal current of the 1st order toroidal dipole moment. current density in the presence and absence of an alumina capacitive spacer at the gap regions. Obviously, in the vacuum limit, a dominant extreme associating with the toroidal dipole feature arises, while for the presence of alumina in the gaps, a second peak is induced corresponding to the additional loop-currents, having an amplitude analogous to the original peak. It should be noted that a small shoulder in the current map in the vacuum regime is formed due to the poloidal current of the 1 st order toroidal dipole moment. 
Numerical Analysis
Here by using 3D simulation analysis based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD, Lumerical) approach, we demonstrated the formation of a high-order super-toroidal feature in the proposed nanostructure. In our simulations, to obtain the spectral response of the tailored nanostructures, the following parameters were utilized. The spatial gridding cell sizes were set to 0.5 nm in all axes, with 128 perfectly matched layers (PMLs) as absorptive boundaries. To satisfy the Courant stability, we set the simulation time step to 0.01 fs, and the NIR light source was a plane 
Here by using 3D simulation analysis based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD, Lumerical) approach, we demonstrated the formation of a high-order super-toroidal feature in the proposed nanostructure. In our simulations, to obtain the spectral response of the tailored nanostructures, the following parameters were utilized. The spatial gridding cell sizes were set to 0.5 nm in all axes, with 128 perfectly matched layers (PMLs) as absorptive boundaries. To satisfy the Courant stability, we set the simulation time step to 0.01 fs, and the NIR light source was a plane wave with a simulation duration of 400 fs. The dielectric functions for the Al meta-atoms were modeled by using the modified Drude response [27] :
in which ω p is the bulk plasmon frequency, Γ is the damping constant (set to 1 eV), and ε ∞ is the high-frequency response (set to 3). As for the material selection of the resonator, Al was chosen because of its low-cost and abundance. The current density profile was calculated using the displacement current simulation module based on implementing the effective permittivity of the system ( → D = ε eff → E). Consequently, the current density was solved in FDTD simulations via the following equation: → J = −iω ε ff − ε 0 → E. For analytical computations, we developed an implementation of FDTD, known as bodies of revolution [28] , to define the toroidal currents to the program. This approach utilizes the azimuthal symmetry, which reduces the complexity of the problem to a 2D simulation. By solving Maxwell's ρ-z plane with the actual 3D displacement current, we precisely defined the spectral properties of the unit cell by rotating the 2D solution around the z-axis.
Conclusions
In this work, we have revealed the physical significance of the contributions to the multi-loop charge-current configurations by studying the physics behind it. By using both theory and simulation analyses, we have recognized the excitation of complex multi-loop arrangements by providing a general approach for the observation of these moments in planar systems. To this end, we have reported the first numerical observation of a super-toroidal feature in plasmonic metamaterials across the NIR. Our observations of multi-loop currents (super-toroidal mode) in planar meta-atoms were accomplished by applying perturbations in the capacitive openings between the proximal nanopixels. Such a practical and fundamental approach allowed us to enhance the surface current density via the excitation of high-order multi-loop toroidal features. We believe that the methodology provided here can be effectively employed for development of high-order toroidal currents with ultra-high sensitivity to the surrounding perturbations such as precise plasmonic immunosensors and nanophotonic devices. 
